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We have developed the extension of the exact x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity 
theory taking into account the small value of the magnetic terms in the x-ray 
susceptibility tensor. We have shown that squared standing waves (forth powder of 
the total electric field module) determine the output of the magnetic addition to the 
total reflectivity from a magnetic multilayer. The approach gives the easily 
understandable results especially for the reflectivity part with the rotated 
polarization and the obtained relationship can essentially speed up the calculation 
of the asymmetry ratio of the magnetic reflectivity relative the sign of the circular 
polarization in the incident radiation. The connection of the magnetic contribution 
with the standing wave structure in the magnetic multilayer means that the 
magnetic reflectivity with rotated polarization possesses higher sensitivity to the 
depth profiles of magnetization and magnetic elements depth distribution than the 
secondary radiation registration at the specular reflection condition. 
PACS numbers: 61.05.cm, 68.49.Uv, 75.70.Ak 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Polarization properties of radiation absorbed or scattered by magnetized 
samples plays more and more important role in the magnetic property 
investigations with synchrotron radiation. The modern synchrotron lines produce 
or create x-rays of any desired polarization state and the polarization dependent 
absorption or scattering near the x-ray absorption edges (XMCD, XMLD, XMND, 
MD, DAFS, XRMR) has become the basis of the extremely effective methods 
for magnetic or structure investigations [1-7]. Polarization analysis in the 
nonresonant magnetic x-ray scattering has been proved to be the very effective tool 
for separation of the charge and magnetic scatterings (revealing e.g. the difference 
in the charge and magnetic periodicity [8]), and supplies as well the spin and 
orbital magnetic moment determination [9-17]. Magneto-optical measurements 
(Faraday and Voigt Effects) also utilized the polarization analysis of the 
transmitted radiation [18-22]. In the resonant x-ray diffraction the selection of the 
'   channel supplies the possibility to enhance the fine effects like quadrupole 
transition contributions, orbital ordering, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and 
interference of the quadrupole resonant and nonresonant scattering amplitudes in 
the structurally forbidden reflections [23-25]. 
X-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity (XRMR) gives unique elemental and 
spatially selective information about magnetic ordering in multilayer films (see e.g. 
[26-40]). In these experiments two circular or two linear polarizations of 
synchrotron radiation are used and the asymmetry ratio relative the polarization 
state of the incident radiation is measured. The change of polarization of the 
reflected radiation (x-ray Kerr rotation) has been directly measured with soft x-rays 
only in a few works [41-43]. Ellipsometry measurements have mainly been 
conducted in the visible range [44] but the usefulness of the ellipsometric 
investigations in the x-ray region have not been focused on until now. From the 
general point of view the polarization analysis of reflected radiation should be the 
source of the valuable information supplemented to the asymmetry ratio data. 
Moreover, as it pointed out in the papers [45-46], following the development of 
femtosecond light sources such as synchrotron radiation (SR) sources using a laser 
slicing technique and the free electron lasers, the x-ray Kerr rotation is becoming 
increasingly important, particularly for temporal domain measurements in the 
subpicosecond timescale. 
Polarization dependence of the reflectivity is obtained by exact calculations 
of the reflectivity amplitude. Magnetic scattering, being significant near the 
absorption edges of magnetic atoms, radically complicates the theory of 
reflectivity, because the x-ray susceptibility of a medium becomes a tensor in the 
presence of the magnetic scattering. The reflectivity theory from anisotropic 
(magnetic) multilayers was developed in [31, 47-50] based on the eigen-wave 
formalism or by using the method of the 4x4 propagation matrices in [44, 51-55]. 
The application of both algorithms for interpreting real experimental data is rather 
time consuming; therefore, simplifying the calculations is an urgent problem. In 
particular, the analytical expressions were obtained for the integral propagation 
4x4-matrix [53, 56-58] using some simplifications which are not always valid [59]. 
An interesting approach, namely a combination of dynamical (for the isotropic 
scattering part) and kinematical (for the magnetic scattering part) approximations, 
was used in [38] to interpret the reflection curves near the Dy M5 absorption edge 
from a dysprosium film with helicoid magnetic ordering. A kinematic scalar 
approximation was used in [32, 33] when interpreting the asymmetry ratio of the 
XRMR spectra to obtain the depth-profiles of the spin polarization in 5d electron 
shells of cerium and lanthanum in [Ce/Fe]n and [La/Fe]n multilayers. The 
polarization asymmetry ratio is generally very small and extremely sensitive to 
calculation errors. Correct interpretation of the experimental data is very important 
in such studies. It has been shown in [60] that the kinematic theory of reflectivity is 
applicable at the angles far enough from the total external reflection region but in 
some cases the complex polarization dependence of the propagating radiation leads 
to the wrong results even at rather large angles of incidence.  
In this paper we show that the angular (and energy) dependence of the 
dichroic part of the magnetic contribution to the x-ray reflectivity is connected 
with the squared standing waves of the radiation inside the reflecting sample. It is 
mostly pronounced in the region of the total external reflection and at other angles 
where the reflectivity is high enough. This founding explains the specific features 
of the angular dependence of the reflectivity with the rotated polarization and 
reveals the enhanced depth selectivity of this part of reflectivity. In addition the 
presented approach allows to simplify the calculation of the reflectivity from 
magnetic multilayers because it implies the substitution of the complicated 
calculations with 4x4 propagation matrices (or eigen waves) by the simple Parratt 
algorithm for the isotropic part of multilayer and the integration of the magnetic 
part with "weight" of squared standing waves for the rotated part of the reflectivity. 
We present some test calculations to verify this approximation under certain 
conditions and show the first experimental results demonstrating the validity of the 
predicted angular dependence for the rotated part of reflectivity. 
 
II. X-RAY REFLECTIVITY FROM ULTRATHIN LAYER 
 
Reflectivity from ultrathin layer in the case of scalar susceptibility ( )z  can 
be easily obtained using the propagation matrix method [44, 51]. In the case of 
planar structures we use the tangential components of the electric | |tE  q E  and 
magnetic | |tH    q q H  field of the plane electromagnetic wave 
~ exp( )ikr i t   (q  is the unit vector normal to the surface) to describe the 
variations of the radiation field amplitudes along depth z, so the Maxwell equations 
come to the differential equation [44, 61]: 
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where 
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 is the wave vector of the incident electromagnetic wave and Mˆ  
is the differential propagation matrix which for e.g. -polarization of radiation 
takes a form: 
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where   is the grazing angle of incidence of the plane wave and ( )z  is the 
susceptibility of the layered sample. The integral propagation matrix in a layer of 
thickness d and scalar susceptibility ( )z const  can be easily calculated 
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It connects the radiation field amplitudes on the top and bottom boundaries of the 
layer  
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where the subscripts 0, ,R T  designate the incident, reflected and transmitted 
waves, 20 0sin      and 
2sinT T      are the normal components of 
the wave vectors in units of 
c

 in the outer medium and in the substrate. If on the 
outside of the layer 0 0   and 0T  , then 0 sinT     . In (4) we have taken 
into account that in the case of the -polarization | |tE E E  and the magnetic 
field of radiation tj j jH E   (the  sign refers to the waves in the direct and 
opposite directions, 0, ,j R T ). The system of two equations (4) gives the 
reflection amplitude  
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Supposing the thickness of the layer very small, the matrix exponential in (3) can 
be approximated by the expression ( 2sin     ): 
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If the layer is placed in vacuum ( 0 0T    ), substituting the elements of the 
integral propagation matrix from (6) into (5), the reflection amplitude from 
ultrathin layer takes a well known form: 
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                                 (7) 
The same expression can be obtained from the Parratt recurrent equations. The 
Parratt method allows to take into account the modification of the expression (7) in 
the case when the layer is placed under some reflecting substrate. In this case the 
Parratt algorithm gives for the reflectivity from the whole system the following 
expression: 
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where 01r  is the Fresnel amplitude of the single reflection from the film surface  
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2i ik d                                                        (10) 
is the phase incursion in the film and  
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is the reflectivity from the bottom boundary of the film, substr iQHR R e , 
4
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, H  is the distance from substrate to the film, substrR  is the 
reflectivity from the substrate (see Fig. 1). 
  
Fig. 1. The illustration to the modification of the reflectivity from ultrathin layer in 
the presence of the reflecting substrate. 
Using for an ultrathin film the expansion 2 1 2ie i     and keeping only the first 
degree of 2i , we transforms (8) to: 
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If 10 01R r r  
  (film in vacuum), we easily get (7): 
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Substituting (11) into (12) we get for the first term 
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and for the second term 
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Taking into account (9), (10), (13) and the relation  
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finally we get: 
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The expression (16) means that the reflectivity amplitude from ultrathin 
layer r  placed above the reflecting substrate is modulated 'r r  
2 2' (1 ) ( ( ))substr iQH totr R e r E H r                                   (17) 
by the squared total field amplitude ( )totE H  (that is a standing wave amplitude) at 
the position H  of this thin layer. Two terms in (16) represent the reflectivity 
amplitude from the substrate (the first term) and from the ultrathin layer r , 
modulated by the squared standing wave, created by the interference of the 
incident and reflected from the substrate waves. 
By some more lengthy calculations the expression for the modulated 
reflectivity from the ultrathin layer 'r  in (16) can be generalized to the case when 
the ultrathin layer is placed inside the multilayer at some depth z: 
2 2'( ) ( ) '( )(1 ( )) ( )below totr z T z T z R z r E z r    ,                        (18) 
where ( )belowR z  corresponds to the reflectivity amplitude from the part of the 
multilayer below the considered ultrathin layer, and the functions ( ) '( )T z T z  
describe the transformations of the transmitted and outgoing waves during multiple 
reflections at all boundaries in the upper part of the multilayer: 
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Taking into account the well-known Fresnel relations in each layer: 
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the two separate functions (each one for the waves in the forward and backward 
directions correspondingly) can be extracted from (19):  
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and 
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Omitting the multiple scatterings in the kinematical approximation, these functions 
are simplified to the well-known expression describing the phase incursion and as 
well the effects of the refraction and absorption for the transmitted and outgoing 
waves in the upper part of the multilayer: 
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The intensity of the total reflectivity includes the squared module of both terms and 
the interference term. The most interesting case happens when in the experiment it 
is possible to select only the second term 'r . It takes place e.g. in the time domain 
nuclear resonant reflectivity when the resonance scattering gives the delayed signal   
and the resonant nuclei are placed only in thin film. In this case the time gating 
separates the response from the substrate and the film [63-66]. In this article we 
consider another way to separate the response from the substrate and the film, 
namely by the polarization analysis of the reflected radiation. 
 
III. ANYSOTROPIC ULTRATHIN LAYER 
 
The reflectivity amplitude from an anisotropic layer can be considered 
similar to the isotropic case, namely by means of the propagation matrix. In the 
anisotropic case the propagation matrix is a 4x4 matrix and it describes the 
variation of the 2-dimential tangential vectors 
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q E  of the plane electromagnetic wave ~ exp( )ikr i t   in a layered 
medium (x axis is chosen perpendicular to the reflection plane, y axis in the 
reflection plane – Fig. 2): 
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Fig. 2. The used coordinate system. 0k  and Rk  are the wave vectors of the 
incident and reflected plane waves,   and   are the polar and azimuth angles for 
the magnetization unit vector. 
 
In general case the matrix Mˆ(z)  has been calculated in the textbook [44] by 
coordinate method and by covariant tensor method in [51-52]. If the material 
equations include just the tensor of the electric susceptibility ˆ  ( ˆ ˆ(1 )    D Ε Ε , 
B H ), then Mˆ(z)  has been presented in [51, 54] in the following form: 
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using the following notations: b  is the unchanged tangential components of the all 
wave vectors in units of / c ,  a b q , cos  b a , 2Iˆ 1 ( )   q q q  is the 
projective tensor, q  is a dual tensor performing the vector product, ˆq  q q , 
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )         q q q q q q q q

  is the reciprocal to the transposed matrix ˆ , the sign 
  designates the operation of the outer product of the vectors. 
The integral propagation matrix ˆ( )L d  for an ultrathin layer of thickness d 
and ˆ ( )z const   can be easily calculated by the expansion of the matrix 
exponential up to the first order of kd : 
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It is convenient to dismember the 4x4 matrix into 2x2 blocks ˆ , 1,..4l jj  . 
The boundary task with the integral propagation matrix is presented by the 
system of the 4 equations (for the two two-dimensional vectors): 
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We define the reflectivity amplitude pˆ  for the tangential components of the 
magnetic field of radiation by the relation: 
0ˆRt tpH H                                                          (28) 
( pˆ  is now a 2x2 matrix), and introduce the 2x2 matrices 0, ,ˆ R T , which supply the 
link between the tangential vectors tH  and q E  in the incident, reflected and 
transmitted waves (superscripts 0, ,R T  correspondingly) 
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Then the solution of (23) is presented by the following expression [51, 54]: 
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If a layer is in vacuum, the matrices 0, ,ˆ R T  has the very simple form: 
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The calculation of the "numerator" in (26) in the first approximation gives 
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The calculation of the "denominator" in (26) in the first approximation gives  
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and  
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Finally we get 
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(35) 
In outer medium it is reasonable to have the reflectivity matrix rˆ  in - and - 
polarization orts. If in the external medium 0 0  , the conversion from pˆ  to rˆ  is 
simple: 
' ' 22 21
' 12 11
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r
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                            (36) 
From (35), (36) we get the reflectivity matrix amplitude for a single ultrathin layer 
in the following form: 
ˆˆ
2sin
ikd
r  

  ,                                                  (37) 
where we define the following transverse (to the propagation directions) 
susceptibility tensor ˆ  in - and - polarization orts: 
' '
' '
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IV. MAGNETIC CONTRIBUTION FROM A SINGLE LAYER 
 
The magnetic contributions of the circular m  and linear l  dichroism to the 
susceptibility 0  in the case of the dipole resonance transitions can be presented in 
the following form [49, 54]: 
0ˆ m li
      h h h  ,                                          (39) 
were h  is the unit vector in the direction of magnetization, h  is the dual tensor: 
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h  ,                                         (40) 
describing the operation of the vector product, the sign   designates the operation 
of the outer product of the vectors, so h h  is the tensor: 
x x x y x z
y x y y y z
z x z y z z
h h h h h h
h h h h h h
h h h h h h
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 
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h h                                       (41) 
In general case the magnetization unit vector h  has the following components 
(Fig. 2) 
(sin cos ,sin sin ,cos )     h .                                    (42) 
Typically l  is much smaller than m , so neglecting l  we have 
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Supposing that the magnetization in the ultrathin layer is arranged in the 
surface plane and along the grazing beam (L-MOKE geometry, =90o and =90o) 
we get: 
0 0
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i m
i m
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and from (37), (38)  
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So for the  -polarized incident wave, the amplitude of which we represent as 
1
0
 
 
 
, 
we have   
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.                    (46) 
Taking use of (16), the reflectivity from such magnetic ultrathin layer placed 
under the reflecting substrate can be written: 
2 2 2( ) 2 2
' '( ( )) ( ( ))
tot substr iQ H d
tot totR R e E H r E H r

          (46) 
where ( ) 1 substr iQHtotE H R e   is the total radiation field amplitude at the 
position of the magnetic layer, H is a distance of this layer from the substrate. The 
expression (40) contains two terms: the first one presents the reflectivity with the 
same polarization as the incident wave and the second one corresponds to the 
rotated  -polarization. It is clear from (46) that in the considered case this second 
part of the total reflectivity with the rotated  -polarization has the pure magnetic 
scattering origin:  
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.                        (47) 
In general case of the arbitrary magnetization direction the reflectivity with 
rotated polarization 
2
'R  takes the form: 
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Fig. 3 demonstrates the angular dependence of this dichroic component 
2
'R  for different distance H of this thin layer from the substrate. The 
calculations are performed for the L2 edge of gadolinium (Eph=7930 eV). For the 
Gd layer of 1 Å thickness we put 0 =(-31.0+i*10.0)*10
-6 and m =(-0.1-
i*0.23)*10-6 (the data are taken form [67]), for the Si substrate 0 =(-15.6 +i 0.37) 
*10-6 [68]. 
The obtained angular dependencies (Fig. 3) are similar to that ones presented 
in the paper [69] devoted to the standing waves influence on the fluorescent yield 
from heavy atoms incorporated into Langmuir layers. However, the contrast of 
oscillations in the calculated dependencies of the reflectivity with the rotated 
polarization is more pronounced due to the squared standing wave. It should have a 
consequence in the enhanced surface sensitivity. It is important that the curves in 
Fig. 3 calculated by the simple expression (47) and by the exact theory of the 
magnetic reflectivity with 4x4 propagation matrices [51, 54, 70] are identical. 
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Fig. 3. Angular dependences of the reflectivity with the rotated polarization (a) 
and the reflectivity difference ( )I I   (b), calculated for the ultrathin magnetic 
layer, placed at different distance from Si substrate and magnetized along the 
beam. It is interesting to note, that in the considered case the peculiarities near the 
critical angle disappeared in the asymmetry angular dependence 
( ) / ( )I I I I      due to the strong variations of the denominator ( )I I   
(dot lines in (b)).  
 
It is reasonable to compare two possible kinds of measurements. The 
presented in Fig. 3a results need the linear polarization of the incident radiation 
and the polarization analysis of the reflected intensity. Commonly for magnetic 
investigations by the reflectivity method (XRMR) the circular polarization of the 
incident radiation is used and the asymmetry of the reflectivity curves over the 
signs of the used circular polarizations is analyzed. Supposing that the total 
reflectivity amplitude is a matrix in - and - polarization orts 
ˆ tot
R R
R
R R
 
 
 
  
 
,                                            (49) 
the intensity of the reflected radiation for the right and left circular polarization I  
and I  can be calculated according to this expressions:  
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and the difference in the reflectivity takes a form: 
( ) 2(Re Im Re Im
Im Re Im Re )
I I R R R R
R R R R
     
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  .                        (52) 
From (51) it follows that the reflectivity amplitudes with the rotated polarization, 
which have purely magnetic scattering origin and typically very small, are 
enhanced in this XRMR method by the much higher R  and R  reflectivity 
amplitudes of scattering without polarization change. This circumstance makes the 
measurements of the magnetic scattering easier, but on the other hand it essentially 
complicates the data treatment directed at the extraction of the magnetic scattering 
information. The expression (52) disproves the assertion of the authors in [71, 72] 
about a pure magnetic origin of the measured asymmetry ratio. Note that the 
selection of the purely magnetic scattering part had been done in [73] by a 
complicated combination of different kinds of measurements (L-MOKE, T-MOKE 
and Faraday rotation) on a ferromagnetic Fe/C multilayer at the Fe-2p absorption 
edge. 
It is clear that using the selection of the reflectivity with the rotated  -
polarization by a polarization analyzer directly gives the purely magnetic scattering 
part separately from the dominant R  reflectivity.  
 
IV. MAGNETIC REFLECTIVITY FROM THE WHOLE MAGNETIC 
STRUCTURE 
If magnetic scattering is small enough and does not influence on the total 
radiation field inside the whole sample, we can suppose that the magnetic 
scattering from different layers are independent from each other. In this case we 
can summarize these magnetic scattering amplitudes with proper phases like it is 
done in the kinematical theory of reflectivity. The analogous procedure has been 
used in [38]. However, contrary to [38] we will take into account the influence of 
the variations of the radiation field ( , )E z  at different depths z. So, for the 
calculation of the reflectivity with the rotated polarization we take use of (48) and 
suggest the following expression: 
2
' 2
' ( ) ( ) ( , )
sin
I z E z dz 

   
 
  ,                          (53) 
where '  is the magnetic off-diagonal elements of the transverse 
susceptibility tensor ˆ  (38). 
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Fig. 4. Squared standing waves 
22( , )E z   inside [Ti(3 nm)/Gd(4 nm)]8 
multilayer (bottom part, colored on-line), the rotated reflectivity and asymmetry 
ratio, calculated by the exact theory and by (53), (54) (middle part of the picture) 
and the total reflectivity (top graph). The magnetic contributions to the reflectivity 
originates only from Gd layers (hatched), magnetization in which is supposed 
ferromagnetically ordered along the beam (L-MOKE geometry). The calculations 
for Eph=7930 eV and with the same parameters of Gd susceptibility as in Fig. 3. 
 
The calculation results presented in Fig. 4 demonstrate that such improved 
kinematical approximation (53) gives the angular curves of the reflectivity with the 
rotated polarization perfectly reproducing the exact calculations [70] for all angles 
of incidence including the region of the total external reflection.  
The calculated total field depth-distribution (more precisely squared standing 
waves) drown in Fig. 4 is independent on the type of the magnetization ordering in 
multilayer and it can be used as the basis for the calculations of the rotated 
reflectivity and asymmetry ratio by (53), (52), (54) for ferromagnetic, 
antiferromagnetic and spiral interlayer coupling between Gd layers. The 
calculation results of these cases are shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Angular dependencies of the rotated reflectivity (left part) and asymmetry 
ratio (right part), calculated by the exact theory and by (53), (54) for different 
cases of the magnetic ordering between Gd layers: for ferromagnetic interlayer 
coupling [Gd(4 nm)/Ti(3 nm)]8,  for antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling [Gd↑(4 
nm)/Ti(3 nm)/Gd↓(4 nm)/Ti(3 nm)]4 and for helical ordering with magnetic period 
28 nm. 
For the asymmetry ratio calculations by the expression (52) the off-diagonal 
elements of the amplitude reflectivity matrix can be obtained similarly to (53) (but 
without squared module) : 
( ) 2
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( , )
sin
i
R z E z dz    

   
 
 .                       (54) 
Note that in most cases R R   and ( , ) ( , )E z E z    . The diagonal elements 
of the amplitude reflectivity matrix R  and R  in (52) can be calculated 
ignoring the magnetic contribution to the susceptibilities of the layers by the 
simple e.g. Parratt algorithm. Figs. 4,5 show that such way of the asymmetry ratio 
calculation gives as well the results identical to the exact calculations [70]. 
Figs. 4,5 show that both the angular curves for the asymmetry ratio and for 
the reflectivity with rotated polarization characterize the peculiarities of the 
magnetic ordering by specific maxima at Bragg angles or the magnetic satellites, 
but the shapes of the two dependences are rather different. Therefore, it can be 
supposed that the additional to the asymmetry ratio measurements of the rotated 
polarization can give an additional information that is important for the 
investigations of the complicated magnetic structures. 
The significance of the expression (53) is stipulated by two aspects. Firstly, 
it allows us to calculate the magnetic reflectivity much faster without 4x4 
propagation matrices, because the most complicated part of the standing wave 
calculations can be done by the scalar theory of reflectivity (by Parratt algorithm). 
It essentially speeds-up the model calculations and fit procedure. Secondly, the 
interpretation of the reflectivity with the rotated polarization based on the squared 
standing waves explains the exclusive depth selectivity of the measurements using 
the polarization analysis. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST 
The most important evidence of the standing wave influence on the magnetic 
reflectivity with rotated polarization is presented by the peak near the critical angle 
of the total reflection. The first experimental test of this peculiarity of the angular 
curve of reflectivity with the rotated polarization has been done for the 
Ti(10 nm)/Gd0.23Co0.77(250 nm)/Ti(10 nm) film at the L2 edge of Gd [74]. The 
sample has the compensation temperature of Тcomp433 К for Co and Gd 
subsystem magnetizations [75], so at room temperature the Gd atoms should 
possess the magnetic moments. The measurements were performed at the 
Kurchatov Center for Synchrotron Radiation and Nanotechnology (KCSRN). The 
sample was placed on the piece of the permanent magnet in order to magnetize it 
along the beam. The analysis of the polarization state of the reflected radiation was 
performed by 90o-reflection from Si crystal ((422) reflection with 2B =89.682
o for 
=0.156 nm) placed before the detector. The peak for the reflectivity with rotated 
polarization at the critical angle was observed (Fig. 6) only for the resonant photon 
energy Eph=7930 eV. So we can attribute its origin to the magnetic scattering on 
the Gd atoms. The very small value of the "dichroic" effect was explained not only 
by the small concentration of Gd atoms in the film, but as well by the rather thick 
Ti top layer, preventing the penetration of the incident radiation to the Gd0.23Co0.77 
layer. So the standing wave created in the angular region in vicinity of the critical 
angle could excite only the Gd atoms in the Ti/Gd0.23Co0.77  interface. 
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Fig. 6. Experimental total reflectivity (the left log scale) and reflectivity with the 
rotated polarization (the right normal scale) from 
Ti(10 nm)/Gd0.23Co0.77(250 nm)/Ti(10 nm) multilayer for Eph=7930 eV (filled 
symbols, blue on-line) and Eph=7920 эВ (open symbols, green on=line). (For 
details see [71]).  
Mössbauer scattering on the 57Fe containing samples is also characterized by 
the dichroic effect for some hyperfine components of the spectrum. In order to get 
the angular dependencies of the nuclear resonant reflectivity (NRR) the integral 
over reflectivity resonant spectrum is measured as the function of the grazing 
incidence angle of the beam. The measurements of the NRR curve has been done 
at ID18, ESRF [76], using the Synchrotron Mössbauer Source (SMS [77, 78]) for 
the sample [57Fe(0.8 nm)/Cr(1.05 nm)]30 at 4 K and external field of 5 T [79] (in 
order to align the magnetizations in 57Fe layers ferromagnetically). 
The radiation from SMS is purely  -polarized, and the rotated polarization 
should have the -polarization state. The polarization analysis of the reflected -
polarized radiation was done by the Si channel-cut crystal (two (840) reflection 
with 2θB =90.2
o for =0.086 nm). Unfortunately, the sample surface was not good 
enough and the reflected beam has a rather broad angular distribution (~200''), so 
the integration over angular scans with the Si channel-cut crystal at each angle of 
incidence was needed. 
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FIG. 7. NRR angular curves measured without polarization selection (logarithmic 
right scale) and with the selection of the -polarized reflectivity (normal left 
scale). 
 
The result is shown in Fig. 7. Again we observe the peak at the critical angle, 
confirming the standing wave influence on the weak magnetic scattering with 
rotated polarization. 
IV. SUMMARY 
 
We have deduced the formula (53), (54) describing the small magnetic 
contribution to the x-ray reflectivity in the kinematical approximation which is 
valid at all angles including the total reflection region. The approach takes into 
account the typically small value of the x-ray magnetic scattering amplitude and 
based on the exact calculations of the radiation field amplitude inside the reflecting 
multilayer. We found that the squared standing waves (forth power of the radiation 
field amplitude) determine the magnetic scattering at each depth. From the 
described formalism the appearance of the peak near the critical angle of the total 
reflection should appear for the selected part of the reflectivity (with rotated 
polarization). The first experimental test confirms this prediction. The model 
calculations show the full agreement of the results obtained by the described 
approach with the exact calculations.  
There are several points stipulating the significance of the developed 
approach. Firstly, it can essentially speed-up the calculations of the x-ray resonant 
magnetic reflectivity. Secondly, the connection of the rotated polarization part in 
the reflectivity with the standing waves inside the medium reveals the enhanced 
depth selectivity of the polarization analysis in the resonant reflectivity 
measurements. And finally, as it was pointed in [45, 46], for the subpicosecond 
time domain measurements, developing nowadays on the platform of the x-ray free 
electron laser facilities, the polarization effects in the reflectivity (e.g. Kerr 
rotation) is becoming increasingly important.  
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